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While the raw food diet is the fastest growing alternative approach to eating due to its health
benefits, preparing raw food dishes is indeed new that lots of people don’s health advantages, but
also building the raw foods life-style realistically possible and enjoyable.Mouth-watering instead of
medicinal, simple instead of complicated, the dishes presented here consist of jams, scones, soup,
crackers, nut milk, truffles, chocolate cake, mousse cake, and more. Victoria Boutenko and her
family are known worldwide because the Raw Family members, living on a natural diet plan and
teaching classes since 1994. Throughout the years they have perfected ratings of scrumptious
quality recipes with the thought of not merely spreading the gospel of the diet plan’t know where to
start. With 500 color photos, this friendly, step-by-step guide softly walks readers through quality
recipes to generate amazingly delicious and healthy meals. Full, illustrated directions make it basic
for both avid natural foodists and novice cooks alike to embrace the dietary plan well-liked by
Woody Harrelson, Demi Moore, Donna Karan, and additional celebrities.
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. Each publication I did so a "GLANCE" at seemed to possess a different version of the, yet not
much variety in content material. Easy-to-follow, etc. I really like all the full color, step by step
illustrations..A few of the dishes include: flat bread (with no flour at all), cultured vegetables,
peroshkis, a garden burger with portabella mushrooms because the bun, raw mango jam,
cranberry scones, nut milk, a chocolate cake (again, zero flour) and much more. Great for the
beginner, Good laid out This book is well crafted for somebody who intends to seriously look at a
Raw Diet. Not enough recipes for the purchase price I buy into the other one who said this
publication is extremely fundamental. I was expecting a complete book full of recipes, maybe many
hundred? I don't believe there's more than maybe 15 dishes in the whole book. Very perfectly
illustrated and like the concept. Well, I'm pleased that I checked this one out, because I am very
pleased with it. Be aware that the book requires a lot of different products for the few recipes it
offers. Well explained with pictures. If they just showed key pictures, that probably would have been
fine. So, the encouraging word about this book is if you are fighting good raw food recipes, this has
got some good ones. I just sensed shortchanged on the limited number of recipes. A food
dehydrator, blender, food processor chip, etc. Once I enter these recipes, I might not cook for all of
those other summer! A lot of the recipes do require specialized items, like a dehydrator, juicer, and
a high quality blender. If you anticipate investing in these items, this book is a superb source for
learning the basics. I've not made any recipes yet but did read through the entire book in about
thirty minutes. You can find about 10 basic quality recipes including flat loaf of bread, salad,
dressing, soup, green smoothies, etc. This has hardly any recipes but lots of redundant photos
preparing a few simple common sense foods. Another note, the majority of the dishes have
standard ingredients bought at your supermarket. good solid recipes...but still dissappointing First
away the the basic recipes in this publication are great! You can find only approx 20 recipes and
for myself I really do not want pictures of how exactly to chop a pineapple to create a smoothie.
However I found this book frustrating since it is really and truly a step by step guide. I really like the
section in the back telling what equipment she uses and even where to find it. Unless you do a lot
of cooking and need pitures to help guideline you through in your kitchen or are intimitated by the
whole raw food approach, after that this book is for you..The best of this series I looked over
several of Victoria Boutenko's books, and was switched off by the different stories of her family's
conversion to a raw meals lifestyle... Three Stars Too many redundant pictures rather than more
than enough recipes. I state that as a tale, but when you're in the middle of a recipe and the colour
or texture feels odd, it's great to have a visible references for reassurance. You can find not too
many recipes, but enough to provide a cook a concept of natural creating.I bought it because it
was titled raw family and I wanted raw food quality recipes to feed a child, no luck. the pictures
help We've now made many of the laundry in this publication. They come out delicious, because we
were able to look at the images that describe the process. Only one problem--we no more are able
to have sufficient flaxseed crackers on hand--they turn out so good. Wether we make crackers or
breads, it's never more than enough. We've also got more "daring" with our smoothies. Overall, we
love it, and our health has improved. I am pleased with my purchase. There exists a very nice
variety of raw foods choices and recipes, plus they are all accompanied by step by step pictures to
ensure that what you make is indeed supposed to look this way.. It has images of EVERY single
step for every recipe. I would utilize this book as a companion to her others or even to get someone
thinking about raw foods. Great start for raw food This book seems an excellent place to start
when going raw. Not what I was looking for I was looking for a cookbook with a whole lot of
different recipes. Cannot wait to get my dehydrator and make the flatbread! Five Stars very helpful!
Extremely Basic Buyers may want to understand that the book has only 15 recipes which includes



a recipe for for a 3 item green salad! Experienced cooks and those with a good limited
understanding of raw foods may be disapointed. That said, a few of the quality recipes could
become essential foundations for someone wanting to change their diet.. Five Stars good purchase
Five Stars Informative. Four Stars Great pictures Four Stars ThankYou Five Stars excellent book,
great recipes Will recommend it. I've used the recopies. Admittedly, every stage of the procedure
probably doesn't need to be shown. Will recommend it. It might be okay for anyone who has never
been in a kitchen before.
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